Centre Avenue Corridor Visioning Proposal

SoHo Street ↔ Herron Avenue

The Hill CDC was awarded a design grant by the Design Center of Pittsburgh; and has issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) to consultants for a multi-faceted redevelopment and design plan for the Centre Avenue corridor from Crawford Street to Reed Street.

UDream (Urban Design Regional Employment Action for Minorities), an affiliated program of Carnegie Mellon University's Remaking Cities Institute, is extended as a technical partner for the Hill CDC, who recognizes that there must be a continuity of vision that extends beyond Reed Street. The target area for this project is the portion of Centre Avenue from Soho Street to Herron Avenue (see figure 1 below).

![Figure 1 Centre Avenue, from SoHo Street to Herron Avenue (0.6mi)](image)

The Hill CDC will work with a 2011 UDream fellow, who is currently an intern architect with the Hill CDC. The Hill CDC’s intern architect will facilitate the design process by acting as a project management liaison between the client (Hill CDC) and the consultant (UDream). This unique relationship will ensure that visioning entails a review of the site and broader Hill District context; achieves project goals that are aligned with the Greater Hill District master plan; and involves community engagement and participation.

Partners:

Carnegie Mellon University
School of Architecture

Contact the Hill CDC for more information on the Centre Avenue Corridor Visioning Proposal.